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Abstract  19 

Animal vocalizations may provide information about a sender’s condition or motivational 20 

state and, hence, mediate social interactions. In this study, we examined whether 21 

vocalizations of gray mouse lemurs (Microcebus murinus) emitted in aggressive contexts 22 

(grunts, tsaks) co-vary with physical condition, which would underly and indicate honest 23 

signaling. We recorded calls from captive individuals that were subjected to a caloric restricted 24 

(CR) or ad libitum (AL) diet, assuming that individuals on an ad libitum dietary regime were in 25 

better condition. We analyzed 828 grunts produced by 7 CR and 9 AL individuals and 270 tsaks 26 

by 8 CR and 5 AL individuals. Grunts consisted of two separate elements, with the 1st element 27 

having more energy in higher frequencies than the 2nd element. Body mass correlated 28 

negatively with acoustic features of grunts, and heavier individuals produced lower-frequency 29 

grunts. Acoustic features of grunts did not differ between sexes. Acoustic features of tsaks 30 

were predicted by neither body mass nor sex. However, tsaks produced by AL individuals were 31 

noisier than those of CR individuals. Hence, manipulation of body condition via dietary 32 

regimes affected acoustic features of calls given during aggression in different ways: acoustic 33 

features of grunts varied according to the rule of acoustic allometry, and can be considered as 34 

honest signals. Acoustic features of tsaks, however, varied according to motivational 35 

structural rules. Longitudinal studies are now indicated to examine whether intra-individual 36 

changes in body mass are also reflected in the acoustic structure of calls, allowing callers to 37 

signal more flexible variation in condition. 38 

 39 

Keywords: communication, honest signaling, acoustic allometry, motivational structural 40 

rules, vocalizations, primates, mouse lemurs  41 

 42 

 43 

  44 
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Introduction 45 

A central objective in animal communication research is to understand what information is 46 

conveyed in signals, and what function communication may serve during social interactions 47 

(Cheney and Seyfarth 2003). Among a wide range of taxa, acoustic cues in vocal signals are 48 

associated with rather stable, long-term attributes of callers, such as individual or species 49 

identity, sex, age, kin, and body size (Charlton et al. 2020; Clarke et al. 2006; Ey et al. 2007; 50 

Fichtel 2014; Masters et al. 1995; Rendall et al. 1996; Ryan and Brenowitz 1985; Zimmermann 51 

et al. 2000). In contrast, acoustic cues in vocalizations are also associated with more flexible 52 

attributes of the caller, such as their motivational (Fichtel et al. 2001; Fichtel and 53 

Hammerschmidt 2002; 2003; Scheumann et al. 2007) or physiological state (Barelli et al. 2013; 54 

Buesching et al. 1998; Charlton et al. 2010a; Semple et al. 2002; Zimmermann 1996), 55 

dominance status (Kitchen et al. 2003; Vannoni and McElligott 2008), or fighting ability 56 

(Fischer et al. 2004; Reby and McComb 2003; Reby et al. 2005).  57 

Fighting ability is often operationalized through body size, and it is well established that 58 

frequencies in vocalizations co-vary with body size across frogs, birds and mammals (Bowling 59 

et al. 2017; Charlton and Reby 2016; Fitch and Hauser 1995; Garcia et al. 2018; Gingras et al. 60 

2013; Hauser 1993; Wallschläger 1980). According to this rule of acoustic allometry, larger 61 

animals tend to produce lower-frequency calls than smaller animals, because they have longer 62 

vocal tracts producing lower resonances and longer vocal folds oscillating at lower frequencies 63 

(Fitch 1997; Taylor and Reby 2010). For example, among primates and carnivores, the 64 

fundamental frequency and the frequency with the maximum amplitude correlate negatively 65 

with body size (Bowling et al. 2017). Among primates, the fundamental frequency correlates 66 

negatively with body size and vocal fold length, but the latter predicts more precisely the 67 

fundamental frequency, indicating a potential for decoupling between larynx and body size 68 

(Garcia et al. 2018). Such a decoupling of larynx and body size has been documented in several 69 

mammalian species (Charlton and Reby 2016). For example, the hypertrophied larynges in 70 

howler monkeys (Alouatta ssp.) allow them to produce much lower formant frequencies than 71 

expected for their body size (Dunn et al. 2015).  72 

Acoustic cues that provide accurate information about animal attributes, such as body 73 

size, may convey honest information because only individuals in better condition are capable 74 

to bear any costs associated with signal production (Zahavi 1977). Accordingly, vocal 75 

performance has been suggested to reflect individual quality (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 76 
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2011). Since body mass reflects individual’s fighting ability (Arnott and Elwood 2009; Jonart et 77 

al. 2007; Vieira and Peixoto 2013), acoustic correlates of these traits are biologically relevant 78 

for senders and receivers. For example, giant pandas (Ailuropoda melanoleuca) produce 79 

‘bleats’ when they encounter and compete over estrous females that encode cues about the 80 

caller’s sex, age and body size (Charlton et al. 2009). Playback experiments with bleats showed 81 

that males as well as females respond more strongly to calls indicating larger male size 82 

(Charlton et al. 2010b). Similarly, male red deer (Cervus elaphus) respond more strongly to 83 

acoustic features of roars that indicate larger size and better fighting ability (Reby et al. 2005). 84 

Finally, among anthropoid primates, sexual dimorphism in fundamental frequency is 85 

associated with variation in the mating system. It increases during evolutionary transitions 86 

towards polygyny and decreases with transitions towards monogamy, suggesting that low 87 

male fundamental frequencies signal condition and have evolved in response or in parallel to 88 

changes in the intensity of mating competition (Puts et al. 2016).  89 

Many species experience periodic changes in body mass due to variable food availability 90 

in the lean versus the rich season, but little is known about how such changes are reflected in 91 

the acoustic structure of animal vocalizations and whether these dynamics represent flexible 92 

indicators of fighting ability. Mouse lemurs are a suitable study species for this question 93 

because they have to cope with low food availability and high climatic unpredictability in their 94 

natural environment in Madagascar (Dewar and Richard 2007). During the dry season, the 95 

austral winter, mouse lemurs experience shortfalls in food availability and lose body mass 96 

accordingly (Dammhahn and Kappeler 2008; Schmid and Kappeler 2008). However, seasonal  97 

body and tail fattening in combination with energy saving strategies such as torpor, which is 98 

photoperiodically controlled, enables them to face these unfavourable environmental 99 

conditions (Aujard et al. 1998; Schmid and Kappeler 1998; Vuarin et al. 2013). As a 100 

consequence, mouse lemurs experience fluctuations of about one third in body mass across 101 

winter and summer in both captivity and the wild (Perret and Aujard 2001; Schmid and 102 

Kappeler 1998).  103 

Moreover, mouse lemurs are sexually monomorphic, nocturnal, solitary foragers 104 

exhibiting an unusal mating system; they are polygnyandrous and females are sexually 105 

receptive for only a few hours once a year (Eberle and Kappeler 2004a; Schmid and Kappeler 106 

1998). In the wild, body mass crucially impacts mating strategies of males, with heavier males 107 

having higher reproductive success (Eberle and Kappeler 2004b). In captivity, copulation 108 
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success, however, is not influenced by body mass but by male comptetiveness and aggression 109 

(Gomez et al. 2012). In addition, females in better condition are more polyandrous than 110 

females in weaker condition, which might result in elevated genetic diversity or quality of 111 

offspring (Huchard et al. 2012; Jennions and Petrie 2000). Hence, signalling condition in 112 

acoustic displays during competition over and with mates might be beneficial for both sexes. 113 

Males may benefit by signalling condition to deter rival males but also to advertise quality to 114 

females, which preferentially mate with more competitive and aggressive males (Gomez et al. 115 

2012). Since up to 14 males can solicit matings with an oestrous female, females may also 116 

benefit by signalling condition to deter unwanted mating attempts of males (Eberle and 117 

Kappeler 2004 a,b; Huchard et al. 2012).   118 

During agonistic interactions, mouse lemurs produce grunts and tsaks and sometimes 119 

whistles. Grunts are considered as defensive threat calls, given during disturbances at their 120 

sleeping sites and during aggressive interactions (Leliveld et al. 2011; Zimmermann 2010). 121 

Tsaks are given during aggressive interactions with conspecifics but also during encounters 122 

with predators (Rahlfs and Fichtel 2010; Zimmermann 2010). Whistles are harmonic calls that 123 

are given in several contexts and may serve to recruit conspecifics (Radespiel 2000; Rahlfs and 124 

Fichtel 2010; Zimmermann 1996).  125 

During the mating season mouse lemurs produce so-called trills that serve to attract 126 

mates. In males, calling rate of trills is associated with rank and may serve to advertise quality 127 

(Zimmerman 1996; Buesching et al. 1998). Hence, it is likely that also call types given during 128 

agonistic interactions may contain cues about the sender’s quality. We, therefore, 129 

investigated whether caloric reduction influences acoustic features of vocalizations in gray 130 

mouse lemurs (Microcebus murinus). We recorded vocalizations given during agonistic 131 

contexts in captive mouse lemurs that were exposed to different dietary regimes, i.e. an ad 132 

libitum and caloric restricted diet. These dietary restriction experiments were implemented 133 

to study the effect of caloric restriction on physiology, cognitive abilities or female mating 134 

strategies (Canale et al. 2011; Giroud et al. 2008; Huchard et al. 2012). According to the rule 135 

of acoustic allometry, we predicted that mouse lemurs that were exposed to a dietary 136 

restriction, and, hence, assumed to be in a weaker condition, should produce higher-137 

frequency calls than those exposed to an ad libitum diet. Since mouse lemurs are 138 

monomorphic, we did not predict that acoustic features co-vary with sex.  139 

 140 
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Methods 141 

Subjects 142 

Subjects were housed under standard breeding conditions in the breeding colony at the 143 

Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle in Brunoy, France, IBISA platform, agreement 144 

E91.114.1, DDPP Essonne. Animals were kept with 14h of light and 10h of dark during the six 145 

month period of long days and 10h of light and 14h of dark during the six month period of 146 

short days (Perret and Aujuard 2001). Animals were kept under two different feeding regimes: 147 

Ad libitum (AL), where animals were fed with a homemade standard diet with a caloric value 148 

of 4.8 kJg-1, containing 50% carbohydrates, 20% proteins, and 30% lipids. In the caloric 149 

restricted (CR) regime, animals were exposed to a 80% caloric restriction with a daily food 150 

supply of 20% of the food mass offered to the group under the ad libitum regime (Giroud et 151 

al. 2008; Huchard et al. 2012). CR individuals were housed individually in cages (50 cm x 50 152 

cm x 50 cm) with branches and two nest-boxes to control caloric intake. Studies of the short- 153 

and long-term effects of caloric restriction on the endocrine system and energy balance 154 

revealed that mouse lemurs have pronounced physiological flexibility, enabling them to adapt 155 

to acute food shortage (Giroud et al. 2008; Canale et al. 2011; Dal-Pan et al. 2011). Notably, 156 

the food-restricted individuals were not found to experience chronic stress, as urinary cortisol 157 

excretion (Canale et al. 2011) and plasma testosterone levels (Dal-Pan et al. 2011) remained 158 

unaffected by dietary treatment.  159 

We recorded and analyzed the vocalizations of 25 individuals (13 AL and 12 CR, Table 1) 160 

during mild disturbances at the sleeping box, i.e., when animals were taken out of their home 161 

cage in their sleeping box to either clean the cage or to inspect their well-being. During this 162 

procedure, we opened the door of the sleeping box to about one third of the full opening and 163 

positioned the microphone about 30 cm in front of it.  164 

Some individuals were related with a maternal relatedness coefficient ranging from 165 

0.125-0.5. For grunts, 2 of 36 dyads were related in the AL condition, whereas none of the 166 

dyads (N=28) was related in the CR condition. For tsaks, 2 of 10 dyads were related in the AL 167 

condition, whereas only 3 of 36 dyads were related in the CR condition.  Since only a few dyads 168 

were related, we did not control for relatedness in the statistical analyses. 169 

 170 

 171 

 172 
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Table 1: Individual identity, sex, diet and number of calls analyzed in a study of mouse lemur 173 

vocalizations housed at the CNRS, MNHN, Brunoy (2010). 174 

Diet Sex ID 
N Grunts  

N Tsaks 
1st element 2nd element 

AL F 1 27 26 - 

AL F 4 30 30 - 

AL F 5 - - 6 

AL F 6 - - 19 
AL F 7 28 18 18 

AL F 8 20 17 - 

AL F 12 20 11 - 
AL F 13 29 16 - 

AL M 16 - - 30 

AL M 18 - - 21 
AL M 20 27 22 - 

AL M 21 22 12 - 

AL M 22 27 7 - 
CR F 2 53 51 14 

CR F 3 23 23 - 

CR F 9 41 35 15 
CR F 10 23 21 31 

CR F 11 54 45 - 

CR M 14 - - 30 
CR M 15 - - 24 

CR M 17 - - 24 

CR M 19 - - 25 
CR M 23 20 15 - 

CR M 24 23 12 - 

CR M 25 - - 13 

 175 

 176 

 177 

 178 

 179 

 180 

 181 

 182 

 183 

 184 
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Recordings and acoustic analyses 185 

We recorded vocalizations with an ultrasound microphone (polarized condenser microphone 186 

CMPA, Avisoft, Germany) in combination with an Avisoft-UltraSoundGate 116 (Avisoft, 187 

Germany) recording device resulting in a frequency range of 20-200 kHz that was connected 188 

to a Toshiba Satellite Pro laptop (Toshiba Europe GmbH, Germany) with ‘AVISOFT–RECORDER 189 

v.2.96‘ software (Avisoft, Germany). We digitized call recordings with a sampling rate of 500 190 

kHz at 16 bit resolution and converted them into spectrograms with 1024-point fast Fourier 191 

transforms (window function: Hanning, 93.75% overlap; time resolution: 0.64 ms; frequency 192 

range: 100 kHz) using AVISOFT-SASLab Pro 4.2 (Avisoft, Germany). We visually inspected and 193 

sampled only calls of good quality and low background noise for acoustic analysis. We derived 194 

acoustic variables from frequency-time spectra with a time resolution of 5 ms for each time 195 

window across the call using LMA 9.2, a custom software tool to extract different sets of 196 

variables from acoustic signals (Schrader and Hammerschmidt 1997).  197 

To avoid potential effects of a group-signature in the acoustic structure of vocalizations, 198 

we recorded vocalizations from AL individuals that were housed in different groups and kept 199 

CR individuals in individual cages in different rooms. Mouse lemurs produced three different 200 

call types during these mild disturbances: grunts, tsaks, and whistles. Grunts are noisy low-201 

frequency calls, that consist of two clearly separated elements which are usually uttered 202 

together, but sometimes mouse lemurs produce only the first element (Fig. 1a). Therefore, 203 

we digitized and analyzed the two elements separately, referring to them as the 1st and 2nd 204 

elements of grunts. Tsaks are harmonic calls which are commonly described as chevron-205 

shaped, because they increase in frequency, up to a local peak, followed by a decrease in 206 

frequency (Fig. 1b). Whistles are harmonic calls that are given in several contexts and may 207 

serve to recruit conspecifics in the mating season, when meeting members of sleeping 208 

associations at the sleeping site (Radespiel 2000), or during an escalating predator encounter 209 

to recruit other individuals to mob the predator (Rahlfs and Fichtel 2010). Since only a few 210 

individuals produced whistles (N=6), we did not include them in the analysis.  211 

To characterize the acoustic structure of grunts and tsaks (Fig. 1a, b), we measured 212 

acoustic variables that characterize the general call structure and are comparable with 213 

acoustic variables measured in other studies characterizing the structure of mammalian 214 

vocalizations (Fichtel and Hammerschmidt 2002; Fichtel et al. 2005; Manser et al. 2001). Since 215 

the fundamental frequency can only be measured for vocalizations that are produced by 216 
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regular vocal fold vibration, we could not measure it in grunts. Because tsaks are noisy calls 217 

that also contain harmonic energy, we could only measure the fundamental frequency reliably 218 

in 83 of 270 calls. Instead, we measured the frequency with the maximum amplitude (peak 219 

frequency) for both calls, which has been suggested to be associated with body size in several 220 

primates and carnivores (Bowling et al. 2017).  221 

 222 

 223 

 224 
Figure 1: Spectrograms and oscillograms of grunts and tsaks of mouse lemurs housed at the 225 

CNRS, MNHN, Brunoy (2010). For grunts, two examples of calls with the 1st and 2nd element 226 

and one example with only the 1st element are shown. 227 

 228 

For each element of grunts, we measured the duration, the mean frequency range, the mean 229 

peak frequency, the mean lower, central, and upper frequency distribution, as well as the 2nd 230 

dominant frequency band (Table 2). To characterize the acoustic structure of tsaks, we also 231 

measured the duration, the mean frequency range and the mean peak frequency. Because 232 

tsaks have a narrow frequency bandwidth, we measured only the central frequency but 233 

included measurements of the start, end and maximum of the central frequency to 234 

characterize the chevron-shaped acoustic structure of these calls. Because tsaks are noisy calls 235 

containing harmonic elements, we also measured the percentage of noisy parts in the call 236 

(Table 2).  237 
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 239 

Table 2: Definitions of acoustic variables measured for grunts and/or tsaks produced by mouse 240 

lemurs housed at the CNRS, MNHN, Brunoy (2010). 241 

Acoustic variable Definition Call type 
Duration (ms) Time between the onset and end of call Grunts, tsaks 
Mean frequency range (kHz) Difference between the maximum and 

minimum frequency 
Grunts, tsaks 

Mean lower frequency (kHz) Distribution of frequency amplitudes 
across the spectrum obtained by 
calculating the cumulative sum of the 
frequency amplitudes per time 
segments. Frequency at which the 
distribution reached the 1. quartile 
(25%), averaged across time segments.   

Grunts 

Mean central frequency 
(kHz) 

Frequency at which the distribution of 
frequency amplitudes across the 
spectrum reached the 2. quartile (50%), 
mean value over all time segments 

Grunts, tsaks 

Start, end, maximum  central 
frequency (kHz) 

Frequency of the central frequency at 
the beginning and the end of the call as 
well as the maximum, the highest 
frequency of central frequency  

Tsaks 

Mean upper frequency (kHz) Frequency at which the distribution 
reached frequency amplitudes across 
the spectrum reached the 3. quartile 
(75%), mean value over all time 
segments 

Grunts 

2nd dominant frequency 
band (kHz) 

The dominant frequency bands are 
characterized by amplitudes that 
exceed a given threshold in a 
consecutive number of frequency bins. 

Grunts 

Mean peak frequency (kHz) Mean frequency with the highest 
amplitude across time segments 

Grunts, tsaks 

% noise Percentage of time segments in which 
no harmonic structure could be 
detected 

Tsaks 

Mean fundamental 
frequency (kHz) 

Mean lowest frequency across tonal 
time segments 

Tsaks 

 242 

Statistical analyses 243 

Because some individuals produced only grunts or tsaks and some produced both call types, 244 

we used a Fisher exact test to investigate whether the number of individuals producing either 245 

only one call type or both varies as a function of the dietary regime. We tested for differences 246 
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in body mass of individuals exposed to the two dietary regimes with an exact Mann Whitney 247 

U test.  248 

To summarize multiple acoustic variables of a call into a single composite index, we first 249 

ran a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using the package “rela” (Chajewski 2009). We 250 

included only acoustic variables that describe the distribution of frequencies and not the 251 

duration of calls and log-transformed values of the acoustic variables. The PCAs were justified 252 

as shown by the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (grunts: KMO=0.82; tsaks: 253 

KMO=0.80) and Bartlett's test of sphericity (grunts: p<0.01; tsaks: p<0.001). 254 

To estimate the influence of body mass, sex and call element (1st and 2nd element) on 255 

variation in the acoustic structure of grunts, we fitted two linear mixed models (LMMs) with 256 

either the first (PC1) or second (PC2) extracted principal component as the response variable 257 

using the packages “lme4” and “lmerTest” (Bates et al. 2015; Kuznetsova et al. 2017). We 258 

fitted body mass, sex, and call element as fixed factors, individual identity as a random 259 

intercept effect, and a random slope of call element (Schielzeth and Forstmeier 2009; Barr et 260 

al. 2013).  261 

To estimate the influence of body mass and sex on variation in the acoustic structure of 262 

tsaks, we fitted another two LMMs with PC1 or PC2 as the response variable, body mass and 263 

sex as fixed factors and individual identity as random factor. For calls in which we could 264 

measure the fundamental frequency, we calculated the mean and correlated it with body 265 

mass using a Spearman rank correlation. Since we could not include body mass and diet in the 266 

models because they were collinear, we fitted four additional models for grunts and tsaks 267 

including diet instead of body mass. We estimated the effect of diet per se because in another 268 

study, caloric restricted females mated only with one male, whereas ad libitum fed females 269 

mated with several males (Huchard et al. 2012). Since mating is costly and body mass loss 270 

during mating correlated with the number of mating partners (Huchard et al. 2012), caloric 271 

restricted females might be less likely to engage in energetic costly behavior, such as 272 

displaying aggression during disturbances. In these models we set either PC1 or PC2 as 273 

response variable, diet and sex as fixed factors, individual identity as random factor, and call 274 

element as random slope for models on acoustic variation of grunts. Following Perneger 275 

(1998), we did not apply corrections for multiple testing. 276 

We conducted all statistical tests in R (version 4.0.3; R Core Team 2020). For all models 277 

(LMM), we checked the assumptions of normality distributions and homogeneity by visual 278 
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inspection of a QQ-plot of residuals and residuals plotted against fitted values (Queen et al. 279 

2002). We assessed model stability through the level of estimated coefficients and standard 280 

deviations (Nieuwenhuis et al. 2012). Furthermore, we checked collinearity issues by deriving 281 

Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) (Fox and Weisberg 2019) of the standard linear model lacking 282 

the random effects. To test the significance of the predictors as a whole, we compared the fit 283 

of the full model with that of the null model comprising only the random factor and the 284 

intercept (Forstmeier and Schielzeth 2011). 285 

 286 

Ethical note 287 

This study adhered to the Guidelines for the Treatment of Animals in Behavioral Research and 288 

Teaching (Animal Behaviour 2020) and the legal requirements of the country (France) in which 289 

the work was carried out. All the procedures were carried out in accordance with the 290 

European Communities Council Directive (86/609/EEC) and were done by authorized 291 

experimenters (license numbers 91-439 and 91-455 delivered by the departmental veterinary 292 

service). Animal housings were equipped with foliage, branches and several nest-boxes. 293 

Caloric restriction over a short period is physiologically sustainable for mouse lemurs and does 294 

not induce chronic stress (cortisol release), because mouse lemurs are adapted to drastic 295 

temporal changes in energy availability (Canale et al. 2011).   296 

 297 

Data availability statement 298 

The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are not publicly available due 299 

to further analyses but are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request. 300 

 301 

Results 302 

In the AL condition, 8 individuals produced only grunts, 4 only tsaks and 1 both call types, 303 

whereas in the CR condition 4 individuals produced only grunts, 5 only tsaks and 3 both call 304 

types. The number of individuals giving either only one call type, tsaks or grunts, or both did 305 

not differ between the dietary regimes (Fisher exact test: p=0.32). Individuals exposed to the 306 

CR diet had a lower body mass than those exposed to the AL diet (exact Mann Whitney U-test: 307 

Z=1.32, p<0.001, mean body mass ± SD: CR= 76.2 ± 17.5 g, AL=99.6 ± 10.4 g). 308 

 309 

 310 
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Grunts 311 

We analyzed 828 calls (1st element=467, 2nd element=361) produced by 9 AL and 7 CR 312 

individuals. Measurements of acoustic variables are presented in (Table 3).  313 

 314 

Table 3: Acoustic variables measured in grunts and tsaks in a study of mouse lemur 315 

vocalizations housed at the CNRS, MNHN, Brunoy (2010).  316 

Acoustic variables Grunts Tsaks 
Mean ± SD 1st element 2nd element  

Duration (ms) 
Frequency range (kHz) 

75.01 ± 24.23 
35.50 ± 11.07 

106.13 ± 52.6 
14.69 ±  6.11 

54.11 ± 19.44 
- 

Mean peak frequency (kHz) 2.76 ± 3.82 0.74 ± 0.2 1.88 ± 2.84  
2nd dominant frequency band (kHz) 14.89 ± 2.27 13.66 ± 3.51 - 

Mean lower frequency (kHz) 5.94 ± 4.41 1.04 ± 0.53 - 
Mean central frequency (kHz) 13.68 ± 5.17 2.94 ± 1.92 - 
Mean upper frequency (kHz)  22.16 ± 5.03 8.54 ± 4.02 - 

Start lower frequency (kHz) - - 19.41 ± 2.79 
End lower frequency (kHz) - - 18.67 ± 2.57 

Mean lower frequency (kHz - - 20.54 ± 2.66 
Maximum lower frequency (kHz) - - 23.31 ± 3.28 

Noise % - -   91.27 ± 11.61 
 317 

The PCA extracted two principal components with Eigenvalues higher than 1, which 318 

explained in total 85% of the variance (PC1=68%, PC2=17%). PC1 correlated most strongly with 319 

variables characterizing the general energy distribution of the calls (Table 4), with higher 320 

values of the PC1 characterizing calls that had a higher peak, lower, central, and upper 321 

frequency and a broader frequency range. The 2nd dominant frequency band loaded most 322 

strongly on PC2, with higher values characterizing higher pitched calls (Table 4). 323 

 324 

  325 
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Table 4: Loadings of each variable on the first (PC1) and second (PC2) principal component for 326 

each acoustic variable measured in grunts and tsaks in a study of mouse lemur vocalizations 327 

housed at the CNRS, MNHN, Brunoy (2010). 328 

Acoustic variables Grunts Tsaks 
 PC1 PC2 PC1 PC2 

Frequency range 0.48 -0.01 0.36 0.28 
Peak frequency 0.36 -0.10 0.43 -0.19 

2nd dominant frequency band 0.03 0.99 - - 
Lower frequency 0.47 -0.08 - - 

Central frequency 0.48 0.01 0.48 0.06 
Upper frequency  0.44 0.10   

Start central frequency - - 0.35 0.23 
End central frequency - - 0.39 -0.27 

Maximum central frequency - - 0.41 0.21 
Noise - - 0.13 -0.84 

% of variance explained  68 17 59 16 
 329 

 330 

Overall, the model investigating variation in the PC1 of grunts with regard to body mass, 331 

sex, and call element was significant (likelihood ratio test comparing full-null model 332 

comparison: c2=39.1, df=3 p<0.001). PC1 correlated negatively with body mass, with grunts 333 

produced by heavier individuals having more energy in lower frequencies than calls produced 334 

by lighter individuals (Table 4a, Fig 2). PC1 co-varied significantly with call element. The 1st 335 

element of grunts had more energy in higher frequencies than the 2nd element.   336 

 337 

 338 

 339 
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 340 
Figure 2:  Values of the PC1 (1st Principal Component) plotted against body mass for both call 341 

elements of grunts recorded in a study of mouse lemur vocalizations housed at the CNRS, 342 

MNHN, Brunoy (2010). Dashed lines indicate the regression lines and confidence intervals for 343 

the 1st element in grey and the 2nd element in turquoise.  344 

 345 

The model investigating the influence of body mass, sex and call element on variation of 346 

the PC2 of grunts was also significant (likelihood ratio test comparing full-null model 347 

comparison: c2=10.8, df=3, p=0.013). PC2 differed significantly between call elements, with 348 

the 1st element containing more energy in higher frequencies than the 2nd element (Table 5b). 349 

Variation in PC2 co-varied only by trend (p=0.07) with body mass, and did not co-vary with sex 350 

(Table 5b).  351 

The model estimating the influence of diet, sex and call element on variation in PC1 was 352 

significant (likelihood ratio test comparing full-null model comparison: c2=37.7, df=3 p<0.001; 353 

Table 5c). Diet and call element significantly influenced variation in PC1. AL individuals that 354 

were heavier produced grunts that had lower PC1 values, and the 1st element had more energy 355 

in higher frequencies than the 2nd element. The model estimating the influence of diet, sex 356 

and call element on variation in PC2 was also significant (likelihood ratio test comparing full-357 

null model comparison: c2=8.52, df=3 p=0.037; Table 5d). Call element but not diet or sex 358 

influenced variation in PC2.  359 

 360 

 361 
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Table 5: Results of LMMs testing the influence of body mass, diet, call element and sex on 362 
variation in PC1 and PC2 (1st and 2nd Principal Component; N=836; NID = 16) of grunts in a study 363 
of mouse lemur vocalizations housed at the CNRS, MNHN, Brunoy (2010). We tested body 364 
mass and diet in separate models due to collinearity. Bold indicates p < 0.05. 365 

 366 
Response variable Term Est SE P 

a) PC1 Intercept 3.37 0.88 b 

 Body mass -0.03 0.01 0.021 
 Call element (2nd) a -3.02 0.31 <0.001 
 Sex (male) a -0.26 0.36 0.488 
b) PC2 Intercept -1.01 0.65 b 

 Body mass 0.02 0.01 0.063 
 Call element (2nd) a -0.50 0.16 0.007 
 Sex (male) a -0.27 0.28 0.347 
c) PC1 Intercept 0.85 0.30 b 
 Diet 0.81 0.34 0.035 
 Call element (2nd) a -3.02 0.31 <0.001 
 Sex (male) a -0.03 0.37 0.943 
d) PC1 Intercept 0.25 0.22 b 
 Diet 0.08 0.27 0.768 
 Call element (2nd) a -0.51 0.16 0.007 
 Sex (male) a -0.16 0.29 0.598 

a 1st element and females as reference categories  367 
b Not shown as has no meaningful interpretation 368 

 369 

Tsaks 370 

We analyzed 270 calls given by 5 AL and 8 CR individuals. Measurements of acoustic variables 371 

are presented in (Table 3). The first two principal components of the PCA had Eigenvalues 372 

higher than 1, which explained 75% of the variance in total (PC1=59%, PC2=16%). Similar to 373 

grunts, the PC1 of tsaks correlated most strongly with variables characterizing the general 374 

energy distribution within calls (Table 4), with higher values of the PC1 characterizing calls that 375 

had a higher start, end, maximum, and mean lower frequency, a higher mean central and peak 376 

frequency. PC2 loaded most strongly with noise, with higher values characterizing calls that 377 

were less noisy (Table 4). 378 

The models investigating the influence of body mass and sex on variation of the PC1 and 379 

PC2 of tsaks were not significant (likelihood ratio test comparing full-null model comparison: 380 

PC1: c2=1.25, df=2 p=0.530, PC2: c2=3.43, df=2, p=0.180; Table 6a, b). In the subset of calls 381 

(N=83), for which we could measure the fundamental frequency, body mass did not correlate 382 

with the mean fundamental frequency (Spearman rank, N=11, R=-0.24, p=0.484). This result 383 
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should be considered carefully, however, because we could only measure the fundamental 384 

frequency in one call in 3 of 11 individuals.  385 

PC1 co-varied neither with diet or sex (likelihood ratio test comparing full-null model 386 

comparison: c2=0.42, df=2 p=0.810; Table 6c). PC2, however, had lower values in tsaks given 387 

by AL individuals than by CR individuals (likelihood ratio test comparing full-null model 388 

comparison: c2=10.70, df=2 p=0.005; Table 6d), suggesting that tsaks given by AL individuals 389 

were noisier than those given by CR individuals (Fig. 3).  390 

 391 

 392 
Figure 3: PC2 (2nd Principal Component) of tsaks recorded in a study of mouse lemur 393 

vocalizations housed at the CNRS, MNHN, Brunoy (2010) as a function of dietary regimes 394 

(AL=ad libitum, CR= caloric restriction). Depicted are boxplots showing medians (solid lines), 395 

inter-quartile ranges (boxes), ranges (whiskers) and outliers (open circles) of PC2.  396 

 397 
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Table 6: Results of LMMs testing the influence of body mass, diet, call element and sex on 402 

variation in PC1 and PC2 (1st and 2nd Principal Component; N=272; NID = 15) of tsaks in a study 403 

of mouse lemur vocalizations housed at the CNRS, MNHN, Brunoy (2010). We tested body 404 

mass and diet in separate models due to collinearity. Bold indicates p < 0.05.  405 

 406 

Response variable Term Est SE P 
a) PC1 Intercept -1.45 2.95 b 

 Body mass 0.02 0.02 0.432 
 Sex (male) a -0.85 0.91 0.398 
b) PC2 Intercept 0.04 0.68 b 

 Body mass -0.01 0.01 0.591 
 Sex (male) a 0.58  0.34 0.112 

c) PC1 Intercept 0.12 0.81 b 

 Diet (CR) a -0.11 0.93 0.906 
 Sex (male) a -0.46 0.91 0.621 

d) PC2 Intercept -0.67 0.21 b 

 Diet (CR) a 0.68 0.24 0.016 
 Sex (male) a 0.38 0.23 0.130 

a sex and dietary regime: males and ad libitum (AL) as reference categories  407 
b Not shown as has no meaningful interpretation 408 

 409 

 410 

Discussion 411 

We showed in this study, that mouse lemurs under caloric restriction had a lower body mass 412 

than individuals under the ad libitum diet, suggesting that they were in poorer body condition 413 

than individuals under the ad libitum diet. In grunts, the 1st element was characterized by 414 

more energy in higher frequencies than the 2nd element. Body mass correlated negatively with 415 

both principal components, with heavier individuals producing lower-frequency grunts. 416 

Accordingly, AL individuals produced lower-frequency grunts than CR individuals. Acoustic 417 

features of tsaks were predicted by neither body mass nor sex. However, tsaks produced by 418 

AL individuals were noisier than those produced by CR individuals. Noisiness in vocalizations 419 

has been suggested to be associated with aggressiveness, suggesting that mouse lemurs in 420 

comparatively better condition might have been able to afford to be more aggressive. Hence, 421 

manipulation of body condition via dietary regimes affected acoustic features of calls given 422 

during aggression in different ways: acoustic features of grunts varied according to the rule of 423 

acoustic allometry similar to what has been proposed for many other species. Acoustic 424 

features of tsaks, however, varied according to motivational structural rules.  425 
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 426 

Grunts 427 

Grunts consist of two elements that differ in distribution of energy, with the 1st element having 428 

more energy in higher frequencies than the 2nd element. Body mass correlated negatively with 429 

the distribution of energy in both elements, with heavier individuals producing lower-430 

frequency grunts. These results are in line with the rule for acoustic allometry, supporting 431 

earlier studies in many other species (Bowling et al. 2017; Charlton and Reby 2016; Fitch and 432 

Hauser 1995; Garcia et al. 2018; Gingras et al. 2013; Hauser 1993; Wallschläger 1980). 433 

Although many studies have focused on fundamental frequency or formant dispersion to 434 

assess acoustic allometry (Fitch 1997; Fitch and Hauser 1995; Fitch and Reby 2001), a more 435 

recent comparative study revealed that the frequency with the highest amplitude also co-436 

varies with body mass in carnivores and primates (Bowling et al. 2017). Here, we show that a 437 

general shift in frequencies, summarized as principal components, also co-varies with body 438 

mass in mouse lemur grunts. 439 

In grey mouse lemurs in the wild, body mass predicts several fitness proxies such as 440 

survival (Hämäläinen et al 2014; Rakotoniaina et al. 2017), the ability to cope better with 441 

environmental constraints through physiological mechanisms, such as torpor (Vuarin et al. 442 

2013) or allostatic load in males (Hämäläinen et al. 2015), reproductive success in males 443 

(Eberle and Kappeler 2004b) and the relative proportion of polyandrous mating in females in 444 

captivity (Huchard et al. 2012). Hence, acoustic features that convey information about body 445 

mass might serve as honest signals (Zahavi 1977). Similarly, call rates of mouse lemur trills that 446 

are produced in the mating season to attract mates have been suggested to be associated 447 

with rank and to advertise quality (Zimmerman 1996). Hence, calling rates of advertisement 448 

calls and acoustic features of aggressive grunts may serve to advertise quality in mouse 449 

lemurs.  450 

Mouse lemurs may benefit from signaling their current body condition during agonistic 451 

interactions, in particular. During the mating season, males roam widely in search of receptive 452 

females by enlarging their home ranges to cover the center of activity of up to 21 females 453 

(Eberle and Kappeler, 2004a). Once they encounter an estrous female, they attempt to mate 454 

guard her by staying close to her and trying to fend off rivals. An estrous female is usually 455 

guarded by several males, and the longer a male can guard a female, the fewer mating 456 

partners she has. During mate guarding, males fight with several other males and male 457 
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mortality increases during the brief mating season because of this risky mating strategy (Kraus 458 

et al. 2008). In addition, in captivity females preferentially accepted copulations from more 459 

competitive, aggressive males (Gomez et al. 2012). Hence, males clearly benefit from signaling 460 

condition and fighting ability in vocalizations both during agonistic interactions with rivals and 461 

to obtain access to matings.  462 

In contrast, females may face male harassment during the mating season. They are 463 

receptive for only one night, but males harass and inspect female’s reproductive state over 464 

the whole mating season (Eberle and Kappeler 2004a). In addition, estrous females are 465 

guarded by several males but may try to escape guarding males (Eberle and Kappeler 2004a) 466 

to mate with other males (Huchard et al. 2012). Hence, signaling their condition during such 467 

conflicts might also be beneficial for females. Outside the mating season, both males and 468 

females produce grunts during aggressive interactions and during disturbances at the sleeping 469 

site (Radespiel and Zimmermann 2001, Zimmermann 2010). In both contexts individuals might 470 

benefit from signaling condition and fighting ability. Playback experiments are now required 471 

to determine whether mouse lemurs also respond to acoustic cues indicating differently sized 472 

callers, as in other species (Reby et al. 2005; Charlton et al. 2010b).  473 

 474 

Tsaks 475 

In contrast to grunts, acoustic features of tsaks did not correlate with body mass. Neither shifts 476 

in the general energy distribution nor the mean fundamental frequency co-varied with body 477 

mass. Tsaks have a relatively a narrow frequency bandwidth with little variation across calls. 478 

Their mean central frequency, for example, varied on average only by about 2 kHz, whereas 479 

the mean central frequency in grunts varied by about 5 kHz. Hence, the production of tsaks 480 

may be too constrained to co-vary with changes in body mass. Unfortunately, we could only 481 

measure the fundamental frequency in a subset of calls, and the lack of a significant 482 

correlation between fundamental frequency and body mass might be due to the small sample 483 

size. Additional recordings are required to understand whether acoustic features of tsaks co-484 

vary principally with body mass, for example during the development from infancy to 485 

adulthood.  486 

Dietary treatment predicted the amount of noisy energy in tsaks. Individuals on the ad 487 

libitum diet produced noisier calls than caloric restricted individuals. According to the 488 

motivational-structural rules (Morton 1977), noisiness is associated with aggression. More 489 
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aggressive calls are characterized by noisier acoustic structure in squirrel monkeys (Saimiri 490 

sciureus) and Geoffroy’s spider monkeys (Ateles geoffoyi) (Fichtel et al. 2001; Ordóñez-Gómez 491 

et al. 2015). Since mouse lemurs on the ad libitum dietary regime were in better condition, 492 

they might have been able to afford to be more aggressive and hence produced more noisy 493 

calls. Moreover, in another study including some females that also participated in this study, 494 

caloric restricted females mated only with one male, whereas females on the ad libitum 495 

dietary regime mated with several males (Huchard et al. 2012). Since mating is costly and body 496 

mass loss during mating correlated with the number of mating partners (Huchard et al. 2012), 497 

caloric restricted females might be less likely to engage in energetic costly aggressive behavior 498 

during disturbances.  499 

Vocalizations that contain more nonlinear dynamics, such as noise, have been suggested 500 

to be more unpredictable, and this unpredictability may function to prevent receivers from 501 

ignoring such calls (Fitch and Hauser 1995; Fitch et al. 2002). Playback experiments revealed 502 

that yellow-bellied marmots (Marmota flaviventris) responded more strongly to alarm calls 503 

including noise than to control calls, supporting the notion that the adaptive value of non-504 

linearities might be to prevent habituation (Blumstein and Récapet 2008). Again, playback 505 

experiments are required to examine whether mouse lemurs also respond more strongly to 506 

noisier tsaks. In principle, signaling condition or the motivational state is beneficial both during 507 

competition over mates and to defend resources such as feeding or sleeping sites or to deter 508 

predators, contexts in which both call types are produced (Eberle and Kappeler 2008; Rahlfs 509 

and Fichtel 2010; Zimmermann 2010). 510 

Finally, variation in acoustic features can also be due to group membership or relatedness 511 

(Mitani et al. 1992; Levréro et al. 2015). However, we think it is unlikely that group 512 

membership or relatedness explains variation in acoustic features across dietary regimes 513 

because only a few dyads of mouse lemurs were closely related in our study, and individuals 514 

were either housed individually or we recorded only individuals from different groups if they 515 

were housed in groups. 516 

In conclusion, manipulation of body condition via dietary regimes affected acoustic 517 

features of calls given during aggression in different ways: mouse lemurs in better condition 518 

produced lower pitched grunts than those in weaker condition, supporting the rule of acoustic 519 

allometry. In contrast, the acoustic features of tsaks did not support the rule of acoustic 520 

allometry but did follow motivational structural rules. Mouse lemurs in better condition might 521 
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have been able to show more aggression and produced more noisy calls. However, we only 522 

compared vocalizations of different individuals in which body mass was manipulated via 523 

caloric restriction. Since mouse lemurs undergo seasonal changes of up one third of their body 524 

mass in their natural habitat (Hämäläinen et al. 2014), a longitudinal study is needed to 525 

examine how much changes in body mass within individuals are also reflected in the acoustic 526 

structure of aggressive vocalizations. This would also allow us to investigate whether acoustic 527 

cues indicate stable, long-term attributes of callers as well as more flexible variation in 528 

condition and, hence, fighting ability. 529 

 530 
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